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Abstract. Since the term choreography for capturing the publicly observable message exchanges between integration partners was coined,
choreography technology evolved significantly. Today, the diversity of
choreography languages is high. Up to now, choreography languages have
been categorized by distinguishing between implementation specific and
implementation independent choreographies as well as interaction and
interconnection choreographies.
In this work, we review important characteristics of choreography technologies to find out whether a refined choreography notion is needed.
The fact that choreography classes that are almost orthogonal to existing
categorizations as well as several selective choreography characteristics
can be identified suggests this need.
Keywords: B2Bi Choreography, Services Choreography, Conceptual
Choreography

1

Introduction

In 2003, Chris Peltz coined the terms Web Services Choreography and Orchestration by distinguishing between tracking the messages between integration partners
and the executable local processes of individual integration partners (cf. [11]).
While Peltz tied the notion of Choreography to Web Services, today, there are
a number of Web Services agnostic choreography languages such as UMM [18],
ebXML BPSS (ebBP) [9] or Let’s Dance [22]. However, capturing publicly visible
messages between entities has remained as common characteristic of choreography
languages.
Decker, Kopp and Barros [3] developed a categorization of choreographies based
on two pivotal properties of choreography languages. First, they distinguish
between interconnection choreographies that focus on the local send and receive
actions of individual partners as well as the interconnection of corresponding
send/receive actions and interaction choreographies that treat corresponding
send and receive events as atomic actions and define sequences of these actions.
Second, they distinguish between implementation specific choreographies that
capture implementation level concepts like communication technology (say, Web
Services) and implementation independent choreographies that are agnostic to

those concepts.
While this categorization for sure is pivotal it still captures languages with considerable differences in the same category. For example, Let’s Dance and ebBP can
both be characterized as implementation-independent interaction choreographies.
However, ebBP targets at specifying the business document exchanges between
enterprises while Let’s Dance targets at supporting service interaction patterns
[2] with a visual choreography language. Although these two goals overlap, they
result in substantially different concepts. ebBP provides support for referencing
existing business document libraries as provided by RosettaNet1 and for specifying security and reliability requirements. Also, it assumes a protocol consisting of
several message exchanges for implementing a business document exchange. Let’s
Dance, in turn, offers functionality for analyzing such protocols and provides a
rich set of features for modeling service interactions.
These differences are a first hint that a refined choreography notion may be
needed. This paper is dedicated to the investigation of that need. In Sect. 2, the
analysis framework for conceptual modeling languages put forward by Wand
and Weber [21] is used to derive B2Bi/Services/Conceptual Choreographies as
distinct choreography classes that are largely orthogonal to the categorization
presented in [3]. In Sect. 3, we identify 15 criteria that discriminate well between
choreography categories. From these two results, we conclude that a refined
choreography notion indeed is needed for helping practitioners and researchers in
choosing a choreography language that fits their needs. Section 4 briefly discusses
related work and Sect. 5 concludes and points out directions for future work.

2

Choreography Classes

In [21], Wand and Weber present an analysis framework for conceptual modeling.
For comparing languages, the framework components task factors capturing the
purpose of using a language as well as modeling grammar capturing the constructs
and rules for creating models are relevant.
While choreography languages may lend itself to a variety of different purposes,
it is striking that almost all choreography languages and approaches underline
their relevance for Business-to-Business integration (B2Bi). Publications such
as [7] and [15] that analyze the development phases of B2Bi and therefore are
suited to identify task factors reveal that choreography technologies typically
are used to fill the semantic gap between business process models (BPM) and
orchestration models (OM). This can be done by refining BPMs or by abstracting
OM concepts. For example, BPEL4Chor [4] reuses a considerable part of WSBPEL concepts which corresponds to abstracting OM concepts. Conversely, ebBP
uses so-called BusinessTransactions to specify requirements of message exchanges
which corresponds to refining the BPM layer. Finally, for some choreography
languages it is not easily decidable whether they are semantically more close to
the BPM layer or to the OM layer. For example, IOWF-Nets [19] capture choreographies as interconnected Petri Nets. This resembles the concept of composing
1
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a choreography by connecting orchestrations and therefore seems to imply a close
relationship to the OM layer. However, the BPM layer may contain partner-local
models as well and as IOWF-Nets do not have technology specific concepts, they
could potentially be used for analyzing the BPM layer itself too.
These differences are also reflected in the core building blocks of the various
choreography languages (cf. modeling grammar [21]). In BPEL4Chor, communication activities are used to capture the send and receive events of the individual
partners. The WSDL interaction styles ‘one-way’ and ‘request/response’ are
adopted to allow for “higher similarity between participant behavior descriptions
and orchestrations” ([5], section 4.2). So, although BPEL4Chor is defined such
that it does not technically depend on WSDL (by removing the partnerLink,
portType, and operation attributes from BPEL communication activities), it can
be concluded that BPEL4Chor is designed for services based interactions. In
ebBP, a BusinessTransaction represents a B2Bi domain specific configuration of
a business document exchange with B2Bi parameters for a lower-level execution
protocol. Finally, the core building blocks of languages like IOWF-Nets or Let’s
Dance neither rely on Web Services concepts nor define B2Bi domain concepts.
On the basis of this analysis of tasks factors and modeling grammar as supposed
by [21], at least three different classes of choreography languages (largely orthogonal to the categorization in [3]) can be identified:
B2Bi Choreographies that offer B2Bi specific concepts like configurable BusinessTransactions and which semantically are close to BPM models.
Services Choreographies that offer Web Services technology specific concepts
and are close to the orchestration layer.
Conceptual choreographies that offer concepts driven by the purpose of analysis and may be used to complement/analyze the BPM layer as well as the OM
layer.

3

Selective Criteria

While the last section shows that major different choreography classes can be distinguished by task factors and modeling grammar elements, this section identifies
criteria that promise to discriminate between different categories of choreographies, i.e., which have the same value for some choreography languages but
not for all. The criteria have been collected by leveraging two publications that
postulate requirements for the important classes of services choreographies [5]
and B2Bi choreographies [12] respectively and by reviewing design drivers of
various choreography related publications, in particular [1,2,3,4,6,11,16,22].
The resulting criteria then have been filtered by removing criteria that do not
discriminate well or can be derived almost functionally from other criteria. For
evaluating selectiveness between choreography categories, the following representatives from the aforementioned choreography classes have been chosen that also
represent all fields of the choreography categorization matrix from [3]:
IOWF-Nets [19] represent conceptual choreographies as well as implementation-

independent interconnection choreographies. Let’s Dance [22] represents conceptual choreographies as well as implementation-independent interaction choreographies. ebBP [9] represents B2Bi choreographies as well as implementationindependent interaction choreographies. WS-CDL [20] represents services choreographies as well as implementation-specific interaction choreographies. Finally,
BPEL4Chor [4] represents services choreographies as well as implementation
specific interconnection choreographies.
While the identified criteria and the selected choreography languages for sure do
not cover all aspects of choreography technology, the results described in Table 1
nonetheless demonstrate that there are several criteria that discriminate well between existing categories of choreographies. This, in turn, proves evidence for the
fact that a refined choreography notion is needed. Note that the criteria of Table
1 are not intended as comparison framework for comparing in detail choreography
languages of the same choreography class, but rather for distinguishing between
choreography categories. While a single-author qualitative study (which always
is biased to some extent) like the one at hand is sufficient for identifying the
need for a refined choreography taxonomy, the development of a comprehensive
choreography taxonomy calls for a joint effort of choreography researchers. Below,
the individual criteria are presented:
1 Implementation Independence. Corresponds to the implementation specific/independent distinction as described in Sect. 1.
2 Communication Focus. Corresponds to the interconnection/interaction distinction as described in Sect. 1.
3 Core Design Driver. The core design driver of a choreography language
can be inferred from its core building blocks and design rules and is frequently
stated in related publications. For Let’s Dance as well as BPEL4Chor, support
for Service Interaction Patterns [2] is explicitly postulated as design driver in [22]
and [5] respectively. For ebBP, composition of BusinessTransactions is the core
design driver while composition of interactions apparently drove the design of
WS-CDL. Finally, IOWF-Nets [19] result from extending the reach of WF-Nets
to inter-organizational systems and therefore can be considered to be formalism
driven. Obviously, choosing a core design driver does not uniquely determine
language design.
4 Decomposability. Recursive decomposition of models is a frequent language
design goal and is explicitly postulated in [12] and [22]. This criterion is represented as a yes/no value.
5 Distinction between participants and participant types. This criterion
fosters Service Interaction Patterns support because it enables multiple instances
of the same type of partner/service (cf. [22], [5]). We distinguish between explicit
support and no support.
6 Domain. This criterion distinguishes between choreography languages that
focus on an application domain such as B2Bi and general purpose languages.
7 Error Handling. This yes/no criterion is identified in both, [5] and [12],
and is valued depending on the existence of explicit error handling concepts or

techniques.
8 Executability. Whether a model can be executed or not is a property of the
particular model (or an according approach) and not of the language a model is
composed from. However, there a different ways that choreography languages can
be used. B2Bi choreographies are frequently used to just create a cartography
of the types and scenarios of business document exchanges without intending
to derive an implementation in a (semi-)automated manner. However, that does
not exclude automated derivation of the control flow (cf. [13,16]). Moreover,
a choreography may be used as a blueprint for identifying important parts of
an implementation in a semi-automated manner [5]. Accordingly, cartography,
executable and blueprint are possible values of this criterion.
9 Integration of Structural and Behavioral Views. Supporting the behavioral view on a system in the sense of constraining admissible message exchange
sequences is a natural quality of choreography languages. However, some choreography languages additionally describe structural aspects such as the topology
of services. Hence, behavioral and integrated can be assigned as values for this
criterion.
10 Link Mobility. Some integration scenarios require the capability to pass
on the endpoint of a communication partner to a third party. This capability,
frequently denoted as link mobility, has been identified in [20] and [5] and is
well-known from the π-calculus. This criterion is valued explicit or no support
depending on the existence of dedicated link mobility constructs.
11 Processing Signals. For notifying a business document sender about the
processability of the document, ebBP offers so-called Receipt-/AcceptanceAcknow
-ledgements as processing signals. Identical concepts are also available in UMM
[18] and the Business Choreography Language [23]. Note that processing signals
are not first-class business messages as their existence depends on business document exchanges. This criterion is valued on a yes/no basis.
12 Protocol Abstraction. While Let’s Dance or BPEL4Chor assume a one-toone correspondence between a message exchange at the choreography level and
its corresponding message exchange on the orchestration level, ebBP assumes a
full communication protocol for implementing a single choreography exchange,
i.e., a BusinessTransaction. Protocol abstraction captures the fact that a full
protocol may be represented by a single exchange at the choreography level and
accordingly is assigned a yes/no value.
13 Runtime Determination of Participants. [2] and [5] postulate the requirement for choreography languages to be able to leave the number of participant
instances unspecified until runtime. This is different from Link Mobility as it does
not necessarily require passing on communication endpoints. This criterion is
valued explicit if the choreography language has explicit constructs for capturing
that or no support otherwise.
14 Standardization. Although not a first-citizen property of languages, standardization of a language affects the selection of available constructs as well as its
amenability to change. For industry and academia, whether or not a choreography
language is a standard or a research prototype makes an important difference.

Table 1. Selective Criteria for Comparing Choreography Languages
Criterion

Let’s Dance

ebBP

WS-CDL

BPEL4Chor IOWF-Nets

1 Implementation
Independence
2 Communication
Focus
3 Core Design Driver

independent

independent

specific

specific

independent

interaction

interaction

interaction
interaction
composition

interconnection
interaction
patterns

interconnection
formalism
driven

yes
no

no
explicit

no
no

general
yes
cartography/
blueprint
integrated

general
yes
blueprint

general
no
blueprint

integrated

integrated

explicit
no
no

explicit
no
no

no
no
no

no

explicit

no

standard
choice

research
no

research
no

interaction pat- Businessterns
Transaction
composition
4 Decomposability
yes
yes
5 Distinction between explicit
no
participants and
participant types
6 Domain
general
B2Bi
7 Error Handling
no
yes
8 Executability
cartography/
cartography/
blueprint
executable
9 Integration of
behavioral
behavioral
Structural and
Behavioral Views
10 Link Mobility
explicit
no
11 Processing Signals no
yes
12 Protocol
no
yes
Abstraction
13 Runtime
explicit
no
Determination of
Participants
14 Standardization
research
standard
15 Transaction Safety no
choice

15 Transaction Safety. While ebBP by default assumes that business document exchanges are performed in a transactional manner, languages such as
IOWF-Nets deliberately choose to separate sending messages from receiving
messages and do not assume transaction safety. This is influenced by the fact
that transaction safety for simple one-way or request/response interactions can
easily be implemented using reliable messaging or distributed transaction features
of the underlying middleware. Conversely, B2Bi business document exchanges
at the choreography level may represent complex multi-message exchanges at
the orchestration level [17,14] that reflect whether or not transaction safety is
required explicitly. In [8], so-called choreography spheres are proposed to guarantee transaction safety for sets of choreography-level activities using advanced
transaction features of the underlying BPEL engines. That approach can be
applied on top of BPEL4Chor which does not provide built-in transaction safety
support.

4

Related Work

In [11], the distinction between choreography and orchestration first was described. However, an analysis of different choreography classes is not provided.
In [3], a categorization based on implementation independence and the interconnection/interaction dichotomy was proposed. The work at hand shows that

this categorization can be extended and complemented. In [24], requirements
and language concepts for modeling cross-organizational business processes are
identified. However, the focus is not put on choreographies in particular. Instead,
the BPM layer and the OM layer are considered as well. Consequently, only 1
out of 7 requirements and 2 out of 7 language concepts distinguish well between
categories of choreographies (evaluated for the languages used in table 1).
Finally, there is an abundance of publications postulating requirements for languages for particular purposes such as [5] for supporting service interaction
patterns or [12] for B2Bi. However, these requirement sets are aligned with the
design purpose and not with the intent to distinguish between choreography
categories.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

This work contributes to choreography research by extending and complementing
existing choreography categorizations which implies the need for a refined choreography notion. Researchers and practitioners benefit from the identification of
choreography classes and from a number of selective criteria that discriminate
well between choreography categories. Note that these criteria are unlikely to be
‘met’ by a single language. In so far, they are also design options for choosing
a choreography language. Also, the identified classes and criteria can be used
by new choreography technologies such as the BPMN 2.0 choreographies ([10],
section 11) to clarify its scope.
While this work proves the need for a refined choreography notion the identification of choreography classes and criteria is not complete. In so far, the results of
this paper also call for a joint effort on extending choreography taxonomies.
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